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1. Abstract

The Mulli ns effect in rubber-like materials is inherently anisotropic. For example, in Pawel-
ski [1] homogeneous plain strain compression experiment, after loading from a virgin state and un-
loading, the block is rotated by90 degrees and compressed; it was foundthat the non-virgin material
behaves almost like a virgin one, which indicates that stress softening in thefirst direction has hardly
anyinfluence onstress softeningin the direction orthogonal to thefirst. Thisanisotropic behaviour can
also befoundin other experiments [2] [3]. However, most modelsdevelopedin the past, for Mulli ns
effect, are isotropic. Nevertheless, recently, Shariff [ 4] developed a constitutive equation that char-
acterizes anisotropic stress softening. Shariff’ s [4] theory compares well with several anisotropic
experimental data andis consistent with expected behaviour. In this paper, based onShariff’ s [4]
theory, we proposed amodel that can easily extendsome well known isotropic models [5] [6] to
describe incompressible anisotropic behaviour of Mulli ns phenomenon; hence indicating the gener-
ality of the proposedmodel. The quasi-static constitutive equation is purely phenomenological and
doesnot take account the underlying physical structure of thematerial; hence it can be appliedto any
incompressible material exhibiting anisotropic stress softening induced bystrain. We treat the virgin
undeformedmaterial as isotropic and are not concernedwith hysteresis, residual strain and, thermal
and viscoelastic effects.

We use a principal axestechniqueto facilit ate our anisotropic modelli ng. Thistype of technique
is also used byShariff [ 7] to derive a novel constitutive equation for anincompressible transversely
isotropic hyperelastic solid. In the proposed model, a set of damage parameters which depend on
the history of the principal-direction line elements is proposed. Together with this, we introduce a
general concept of damagefunction to facilit ate the analysis of anisotropic stress softening. The ef-
fect of shearing onstress softening materials is described via shear-history parameters; they are the
maximum and minimum values of the cosine of the angle betweentwo principal-direction line ele-
ments throughout the history of the deformation. The damage andshear-history parametersare intro-
ducedinto the constitutive equation viasymmetric, second order, damage andshear-history structural
tensors, respectively. The damagetensor is positive definite. The ”free” energy is expressed as a
function of principal stretches andinvariants of the dyadic products of the principal directions of the
right stretch tensor andthetwo structural tensors. In thiscommunication, we only consider a classof
free energy functions that is asubset of a wider classof f ree energy functions proposedin this paper.
Energy dissipation is shown via theClausius-Duhem inequality.

The generality of the proposed damagefunction allows us to easily extendsome existing well
known isotropic models to model anisotropic behaviour of Mulli ns effect. In order to demonstrate
the capabiliti es of the proposedtheory, results are givenfor several types of homogeneous deforma-
tions. For some of these deformations, we show that the non-virgin stressfree configurations have
certain typesof anisotropywhich are consistent with previousconjectures [8]. We also show that our
theoretical results comparewell , qualitatively and quantitatively, with published experimental data.
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